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Professor questions 
forestry school audit
OUT OF THE CLEAR BLUE SKY comes Sky Bleu, shown here playing for passersby on Higgins Avenue yesterday. 
Bleu actually halls from California. (Montana Kalmln photo by Bob VonDrachek.)
Legislature may pick up tab 
for Tech’s $3,300 cadaver
By GORDON DILLOW
Montana Kalmln Legislative Reporter
HELENA — There is an often- 
quoted saying which holds that 
a human being is worth about 98 
cents, since that is the alleged value 
of the minerals contained in the 
human body.
Inflation has probably kicked that 
figure up to about $2.50, but 98 cents 
sounds more ironic somehow, and 
that is the figure you will usually 
hear.
Both figures are wrong.
At Montana Tech, for example, a 
human body Is going for $3,300. Or at 
least that is how much Tech has re­
quested from the legislature to 
purchase one human cadaver, 
packed in a glass-topped, lead-lined 
storage tank to be used as a display.
According to Richard Burt, Tech 
business manager, the cadaver will 
be "one of those pickled jobs in a 
case" which will be used for viewing 
purposes by biology students. 
Students will not be permitted to 
“chop up” the cadaver, but only look 
at it, Burt added in a telephone 
interview yesterday.
Marshall Cook, special assistant to 
Commissioner of Higher Education 
Lawrence Pettit, said yesterday that 
the cadaver Wifi be professionally 
"prosecuted" — cut to expose the 
various organs — which is one factor 
accounting for the high cost.
Not Too High
Cook added that the cost was not 
too high considering that the storage 
tank "keeps the thing from drying 
out" and allows it to be used for a 
long time.
Burt said the cadaver and display 
case would be purchased from a 
biological supply house.
Montana State University also 
uses cadavers for instructional 
purposes, but its bodies are much 
cheaper.
According to Frank Newman, 
director of the Washington, Alaska, 
Montana and Idaho (WAMI) Medical 
Program at MSU, MSU gets its 
bodies through the "Willed Body 
Program." which is operated in con­
junction with WAMI.
Newman said in a telephone
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interview yesterday that MSU uses 
about six cadavers a year for its pre- 
med program, all of which have been 
voluntarily donated by their previous 
owners through the Willed Body 
Program.
Cook said the only cost involved in 
getting a cadaver through the Willed 
Body Program was in transporting it 
from the place of death to MSU and 
in paying a mortician to embalm the 
body “just enought to hold it" until it 
can be prepared at MSU. That 
usually costsabout $250, Cook said.
Newman said that MSU does its 
own prosecuting and embalming.
According to Cook, about 200 
Montanans have promised to give
their bodies to the Willed Body 
Program when they are through with 
them. Unfortunately — or perhaps 
fortunately, depending on your point 
of view — the supply of cadavers to 
the program sometimes fails to meet 
the demand, and MSU is then forced 
to ask Washington State University, 
also a member of WAMI, to send 
them a body. MSU must pay 
preparation and shipping charges 
for WSU bodies.
“At one time you could claim un­
claimed bodies at prisons or mental 
institutions,” Cook said, but he 
added that new laws have made that 
very difficult. “It's extremely hard to 
get cadavers now," Cook said.
By ROB DEAN
Montana Kalmln Raportar
The February audit of the 
University of Montana forestry 
school failed to answer questions 
about management of forestry 
research funds, a UM chemistry 
professor said Tuesday.
Fred Shafizadeh, who was 
interviewed by the accounting firm 
that conducted the audit, said the 
audit did not address the matter of 
which forestry research projects are 
most beneficial to students, an issue, 
he said, that the university should be 
interested in.
However, Don Erickson, UM 
internal auditor, said yesterday he is 
preparing his own "management 
audit” that will deal with procedures 
used to administer research funds.
Erickson said his audit may 
redefine the authority over research 
funds and the relationship between 
the forestry school and the university 
central accounting office.
A report of the audit, done by the 
Missoula accounting firm of 
Junkermier, Clark, Campanella and 
Stevens, was released Monday.
‘Deficiences’
The audit, conducted under the 
direction of UM President Richard 
Bowers, found “no material fiscal 
irregularities" but revealed several 
accounting “deficiencies," including 
weak internal control, clerical errors, 
administrative oversight and policy 
infraction.
The audit was ordered after John 
Schultz, forestry professor, charged 
that former forestry school Dean 
Robert Wambach may have mishan­
dled forestry school funds.
Wambach left his university post in 
January to become director of the 
state Department of Fish and Game.
Shafizadeh said the matter of 
research fund management was 
neglected by the auditors while they 
concentrated on the accounting 
procedures used by the forestry 
school during Wambach's tenure.
"We all knew Bob Wambach could 
add and subtract," Shafizadeh said, 
adding that the audit showed just 
that.
Shafizadeh has been one of Wam­
bach's harshest critics. His wood 
chemistry laboratory was moved 
from the forestry school to the 
chemistry department to avoid con­
flicts between Shafizadeh and Wam­
bach.
Memo to Bowers
In a memo to Bowers last month, 
Shafizadeh raised questions regard­
ing administration of forestry 
research projects. The memo in­
dicated his interest in:
•  anjndependent review of all pro­
ject proposals, including those that 
were rejected and those that were 
approved.
• an accounting of the success 
and technical quality of projects.
• an annual written report showing 
the projects funded and not funded, 
the budgets and the results of the 
research.
• the "subverting" of funds, which 
have been allocated for specific pro-' 
jects, to admi nistrative expenses and 
miscellaneous operations.
Federal Funds
Shafizadeh’s concerns related to 
the use of funds under the Mclntire- 
Stennis program, a federal program 
that provides grants for forestry 
research, and forestry school 
research account 210, which in­
cludes matching funds for the Mcln- 
tire-Stennis program.
Wambach had been responsible 
for allocating the Mclntire-Stennis 
funds to specific research projects at 
UM.
In examining use of Mclntire-Sten­
nis money, the independent audit 
found that
• two UM faculty members, using 
Mclntire-Stennisfunds, went to Mex­
ico in 1975 to present papers at a 
wildlife conference before they 
received federal approval required 
for foreign travel.
• Mclntire-Stennis money was 
used to pay personnel costs for some 
research projects prior to project ap­
proval by federal authorities.
•  $426 was used forautomobilein- 
surance even though use of Mcln­
tire-Stennis funds for insurance 
premiums is specifically prohibited 
in the program's guidelines.
CB adopts policy to end discrimination
By JERI PULLUM
Montana Kalmln Raportar
Central Board voted to adopt an 
Equal Employment Opportunity 
(EEO) policy statement last night to 
try to end discrimination in hiring 
practices for ASUM-funded groups.
The board also voted to set up a 
program for ASUM toguarantee ren­
tal and utility deposits for students.
The EEO policy adopted by ASUM 
states that no ASUM group can dis­
criminate against any employe or ap­
plicant because of race, color, 
religion, sex or national origin and 
that the groups have to actively 
publicize any jobs that are open.
The policy also requires the ASUM 
Budget and Finance Committee to 
review the hiring practices of ail 
ASUM-funded organizations.
Lori Mehrer, University of Montana 
student affairs assistant, said in an 
interview earlier yesterday that she 
drew up the proposal because she 
has received at least 12 complaints 
about discrimination by ASUM- 
funded groups since January.
Confidential
Mehrer said none of the com­
plaints have been official and she 
could not give out any names of 
students or groups involved or any 
specific details because they are 
confidential.
All ASUM-funded organizations 
are officially under EEO regulations 
because of the ruling that student 
money is state money, and all state 
organizations are subject to EEO 
regulations.
Mehrer said most of the 
organizations have been unaware of 
the regulations and have complied 
when she called and informed them 
about the rules.
CB also voted to earmark $1,000 
from the ASUM Reserve Fund to set 
up a pilot program for guaranteeing 
student deposits for rent and utilities.
The program, which is only a trial 
program, would guarantee landlords 
payment for any damage done to 
apartments and would guarantee 
utilities paymentforany unpaid bills.
To use the program, students 
would be screened by an ASUM 
committee to decide whether they 
were in “good standing" with the 
university. The procedure will be 
similar to the procedure for granting 
student loans.
If the student is approved, he must 
pay a fee for a rental deposit
guarantee. The fee is 10 per cent of 
the deposit. ASUM will not charge a 
fee to guarantee utility deposits.
The $1,000 is a reserve in case 
ASUM pays a deposit to a landlord or 
a utility and the student does not pay 
ASUM.
The business office can withhold 
grades and transcripts for any 
student who refuses to pay.
THE BOYS BREAK from their work on the new Kathleen Walford Senior Citizens Center to pose for Montana Kalmln 
photographer Bob VonDrachek. These Missoula senior citizens have been remodeling the center, located at the 
comer ol Fifth Street and Higgins Avenue, and they hope to open It on April 1. The center will Include recreational 
facilities, a dance floor and offices.
opinion
Scream
Bloody
Rope
I here is a sign somewhere in the wilds 
of Nevada that says, “If you want to get 
rid of your husband, don’t come here to 
get a divorce, go to Montana and kill 
him."
To reflect reality, the sign should 
read, “Don’t come here for violence, go 
to Montana and rape a woman.”
There are two rape cases now in the 
news. A 17-year-old resident of Craig 
Hall was allegedly raped early Satur­
day morning. A juvenile was arrested in 
connection with the case for tres­
passing and another juvenile has been 
released. The victim’s parents have not 
filed rape charges yet, because they 
are not sure they want to put their 
daughter through a public trial.
In another case, an 18-year-old 
Eureka woman was allegedly raped by 
six adults and one juvenile last week. 
Five of the men have been arrested and 
charged with sexual intercourse 
without consent and the juvenile has 
been released.
According to Lincoln County Sheriff 
Mike McMeekin, the woman, a han- 
. dicapped person, was raped 30 to 40 
times.
These six men, if the charges are 
true, are sick, demented, perverted, 
criminal scum.
One of them is out already on bond 
, and all of them only face 20 years in 
prison.
According to the Montana Criminal
Code of 1973, section 94-5-503, a 
person committing the crime of sexual 
intercourse without consent is to be 
imprisoned for not more than 20 years. 
However, if the victim is less than 16- 
years-old and the offender is three or 
more years older than the vicitim or if 
bodily harm is inflicted, the offender is 
to be imprisoned for not more than 40 
years.
On the one hand, six men face only 
20 years (less with parole and good 
behavior), and on the other, it looks as 
if an alleged rapist will go free because 
rape trials are hell for women.
Several things need to be brought up 
in connection with these two cases. 
First, convicted rapists, juvenile or 
adult, should be given life im­
prisonment with no chance for parole. 
Rape is a violent and humiliating act — 
not a minor offense where one party 
does not happen to be in the mood. 
There should be no distinction 
between varying crimes of rape.
Second, measures must be taken so 
that defendants do not have to face a 
circus-like trial, with cruel and degrad­
ing questioning by defense attorneys. 
A step in the right direction has been 
taken with the introduction of House 
Bill 363, introduced by Mike Cooney, 
D-Butte. The bill would allow a rape 
victim to videotape her testimony for 
later presentation during trial.
Two other bills have been introduced 
that are lang past due. The first, SB 339, 
seeks to clarify Montana's law 
concerning the making of a “timely 
complaint or immediate outcry” by the 
rape victim. As of now, the failure to 
immediately report the rape cannot bar 
conviction. However, according to the 
bill’s sponsor, Sen. Pat Regan, D- 
Billings, some courts are allowing a 
time lapse between the crime and the 
filing of a complaint to prejudice the 
victim’s testimony.
The other bill, House Bill 84, in­
troduced by Rep. Bob Palmer, D-Mis- 
soula, stipulates that a medical ex­
amination of a rape victim shall be paid
Support The Cause
Editor Times are rough and the good activist 
is aware of it. The zealous roar of the late six­
ties and early seventies is gone. Amidst the 
violence of that era, it could be said that in 
many ways, those were the “good ol’ days." Is­
sues were forced and decisions were made.
Much to the discontent of the activist, a hard 
vein of conservatism has trickled into the 
present generations. It seems as though only a 
major crisis could rally people around a com­
mon goal nowadays. The "minor" issues (that 
eventually add up) do not rate the significance 
to be bothered with.
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One of these “minor" issues is the Ski 
Yellowstone proposal for Hebgen Lake. This 
potential, massive, all season, second home, 
recreation boondogle has managed to main­
tain a malignant hold in Montana. Despite 
adverse public pressure, poor environmental 
impact statement reviews by the EPA, 
economic marginality and the environmental 
degradation this project will burden on the 
state, the U.S. Forest Service has preliminarily 
approved the mess; even before the final EIS 
has been completed!
So how does the activist of today cope with 
corruptive issues that lack the incitive power 
of the Vietnam era? A smart activist brings the 
issue to the public in the form of the public 
mood (or what he or she sense the mood to 
be).
Now you have a chance to support a good 
cause and enjoy yourself in the process. Aid 
the Montana Wilderness Association’s battle 
against Ski Yellowstone Inc.
Extremely hard working student groups, six 
bands on donated time, two speakers on 
donated time, free (as always) environmental 
information service, supportive public interest 
groups, and a reasonably responsive Program 
Council have worked together to put on an 
eight-hour benefit concert. This event will take 
.place Friday from 4 p.m. until midnight in the 
UC Ballroom. A $2.50 donation will be 
collected at the door.
Everyone needs a study break at some point 
in the day. Another human need is to be sup­
portive of good causes (I assume)...So take a 
break and support the cause. Enjoy the benefit 
concert that will benefit you with important 
words and down home music!! Helpful 
vibrations are good ones. Activism has yet to 
see a grave, only a different vein of life.
Matt Reid
senior, wildlife biology
If this job for UM academic vice president stays open 
ANOTHER two years, I’m going to send YOU over to 
apply, son.
for by the local law enforcement 
agency in whose jurisdiction the crime 
occurs. This bill should have been 
made law long ago.
Third, law enforcement agencies 
should immediately tell citizens when a 
rape occurs so that they may take ap­
propriate safeguards. The recent 
alleged rape here on campus Is a good 
example of official disregard for 
women. Herb Torgrimson, director of 
campus security, refused to .  release 
any inform2fiiorrabout the rape to the 
Kaimin, forcing the Kaimlh to get the 
information from the city police. 
Instead of fighting to withhold in­
formation that may make campus 
security look bad, he should have 
called the Kaimin and head residents of 
dorms to inform them that a rape had
allegedly occured so that they could 
pass the information along to women 
on campus, who could then take the 
necessary precautions.
Campus housing officials have been 
no better, continually refusing to 
provide information about such oc­
curences.
House Bill 184 is being debated in the 
Senate. SB 339 is being debated in the 
House, and House Bill 363 is in the 
Senate Judiciary Committee. However, 
the low penalties for scum rapists 
remain unchanged. Until the penalties 
are stiffened and until men’s attitudes 
toward the crime of rape change, these 
three bills will only be stop-gap 
measures.
Bill McKeown
To Rev. McGovern
Don’t hit me on the head with your bible to 
reinforce your fear of your own sexuality.
It is about time that the world's population of 
bisexual and homosexual people are 
accepted and not scorned by people such as 
you.
I must agree that the human animals' sex is 
determined at birth. But what are the first sex­
ual experiences? They are in most cases 
homosexual or, I am sure that ir, your opinion 
worse, masturbation self-stimulation. Yes, my 
good man, if you had a normal puberty you 
probably had some kind of homosexual ex­
perience.
Gay people should have the right to accept 
themselves as normal people with a different 
sexual preference. I know of few people who 
don’t in their lifetime have homosexual 
thoughts and feelings. Some of these people 
who fear homosexuality as much as you 
appear to are taking permanent residence in 
Warm Springs.
You define homosexuality as a sin but isn't 
sin only doing wrong to another human being.
I see your sin as being narrow and worse than 
homosexuality, that is hurting others who 
don’t have your sexual preferences, if you 
have any. Homosexual acts between two 
consenting adults hurt no one.
The minister of god’s truth is the person, 
heterosexual or homosexual, that is one who 
can accept his or her ontological being and 
does the best he or she can for his fellowman. I 
interpret doing the best for one’s fellow man 
as not condemning him for what he or she 
feels and believes. Freedom is being accepted 
for what one believes and feels. The only way a 
homosexual is free is if he or she can be what 
they are without being condemned for their 
being.
Homosexuals have been condemened by 
people like yourself. That condemnation has
gone beyond just the mental punishment to 
physical abuse.
The only real release from bondage is being 
accepted for what you are. As the Jewish 
people, which you have used as an example of 
bondage, have been finding out for 2,000 
years.
See you in heaven even though it may be a 
myth.
Stevanna Berlanstlen 
graduate, wildlife biology
Regainingtopspeed
Editor I writeinresponsetoyourarticleonthe 
SenateintheMarch3issueoftheKa/m/n.
I was not misquoted. I deeply regret this 
error. It was only because your reporter 
visited the Senate on that slow Wednesday 
following our recess that you were able to 
understand me at all. I have now regained my 
maximum speed and no longer run the risk of 
being quoted accurately.
Thislettershouldsettherecordstraight.
Nancy Aagenes 
Secretary of the Senate
editor’s note . . .
A point of clarification is necessary regard­
ing yesterday's editorial on the forestry school 
audit.
The editorial raised some questions about 
how long the audit took to complete, since the 
audit report was dated February 18. a few days 
after the auditors received their instructions.
President Bowers told the Kaimin yesterday 
that the audit report was dated the 18th 
because that was the date the auditors com­
pleted their field work. He said it is customary 
for audits to be dated in such a manner.
The auditors then took another week 
preparing their report, which was received by 
Bowers on March 1.
letters
Distorted Review
Editor: This letter is a critique ot the biased and 
partisaned news reporting by the Kaimin last 
Friday. The topic of the report was the ac­
tivities of Bryan Black. The first point of the 
critique is aimed at the inept reporting of Larry 
Elkin. In his article he gleans such important 
and factual information as the following. He 
says that Bryan Black missed a week of 
classes. Elkin failed to point out that the morn­
ing that Mr. Black was released from jail he 
came and delivered his lecture that he had 
missed when he went to jail. He came prac­
tically from the jail house to the school, and he 
was completely prepared. Black missed 3 days 
of class due to a Monday holiday. Why did 
Elkin fail to point this fact out along with his 
other facts? The answer is obvious. Elkin 
presented a biased and unfair presentation of 
the news. If Elkin does not like Black he should 
use some other means than the school 
newspaper to express his personal views.
Besides the above distortion of the facts,
Elkin said that Black missed a week of school. 
This is clearly an exaggeration, because I was 
attending one of Black’s classes last quarter 
and I only recall missing one class due to 
Black’s incarceration. My class met three 
times a week, Mon., Wed., Fri., so I fail to see 
how Black missed a whole week of school. The 
final point of criticism on the reporter is 
concerning his own intellectual drawbacks. If 
Elkin must resort to such slanderous and im­
mature statements as calling a book beyond 
his grasp “rambling, rhetorical, and often 
vague and confusing,” I suggest that the 
reporter confine himself to simpler as­
signments like reviewing a football game. I am 
referring to Black's book The Earth of All 
Peoples. The reporter's obvious lack of com­
prehension is reflected in his having to resort 
to adjectives that describe the state of the 
reporters own mind rather than the state of the 
book. Elkin ought to turn in his reporter 
license, if not have it simply removed from him.
The next part of this critique concerns the 
editors who allowed this article to become
published as truth, when it seems like the 
article should have been dropped In the refuse 
heap instead. Editing is very difficult, but inep­
titude and bias should be fought at all cost. I 
can only say that there are now new editors 
who will surely not allow such reporting in the 
future.
John Putman 
junior, philosophy
Photo Hassle
Editor: Last Sunday night, at the Jethro Tull 
Concert, I ran into a hassle. I would like to 
share this with you.
I am a photographer and it was my purpose 
to take photographs of the concert. After be­
ing ushered to my seat on the main floor, I 
began taking pre-concert photos of the Field 
House filling up. Almost immediately, two 
ushers came up and told me no pictures were
going to be allowed. I asked them to explain. 
They told me that Jethro Tull had asked that 
no pictures be taken. They also mentioned 
something about security (which I never did 
get clear).
I tried telling them that the concert had not 
yet even started and I was just getting 
audience pictures.
They responded that if I took any more 
photos, I could be removed and/or my 
equipment would be confiscated.
I was thoroughly enraged and quite 
bummed out at the apparent single- 
mindedness of these people. I took my 
cameras home and returned without them.
As a consequence, I never got any of the 
type of photos I wanted.
I ask you, fe llow  students and 
photographers, who has the right to say who 
can and cannot take photos, especially when 
you lay out $6 for a two-hour show?
Mike A. Swanson 
sophomore, forestry
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We've G ot It  A ll
“Blow Off Some Steam  
Before Finals!”
Benefit Concert 
for
Montana Wilderness Association
—Big Sky Mud Flaps 
—Beaver Creek Band 
—Rodney Street String Band 
—Brandemihl & Esco 
—Stew Ball 
.—Andre Floyd
TOMORROW: 4 P.M.-11 P.M.
UC Ballroom $2.50 Donation
V W A W M
Join the Snow Rush 
of 77
at D ISCO VERY BASIN
Discounts to all Snow Bowl and Marshall 
Season Pass holders.
TH E VILLAGE LO C K SH O P  
We’ve Moved!
We’re Only a Few Blocks From 
Married Student Housing
Plastic and Metal Engraving Make Keys and Locks
Rubber Stamps Auto alarms for CBs and
CB Patches 8-Track Tapes Players
Safe Specialists 1Q6 SouJh Aye. E 542-2712
BUSINESS OPPORTU N ITY
Stuff Envelopes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED 
Immediate Earnings 
Send $1.00 To: 
Envelopes Dept.2 ?  6 
102 Charles Street 
Boston, Mass. 02114
the walk in
confidential listening 
at the southeast entrance 
to the Student Health 
Svs. Bldg.
Weekdays 12-5 p.m.
Every night 8 to 12
booze, cigarettes, 
lust, depression,* 
violence and other
of entertainment? 
The Blues.
Anti-suicide group renamed DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
The Anti-Suicide Anti-Depression 
Committee voted yesterday to 
change its name to We Care. Com­
mittee members had expressed 
concern that the old name was too 
negative to suit the purposes of the 
group.
The committee was formed this 
winter by representatives of various 
campus groups in response to an 
inexplicably high suicide rate among 
University of Montana students.
Jeanne Huntley, coordinator of We 
Care and junior in psychology, said 
that the primary function of the com­
mittee is the coordination and 
publication of information about the 
various counseling services on cam­
pus. She added the committee will 
serve as a referral and advertising 
service for existing counseling 
programs.
Psychiatric counseling is available 
for students at both the Center for 
Student Development and a walk-in 
at the UM Health Service. Com­
munity mental health care is 
provided by the Clinical Psychology 
Center.
The steering committee for We 
Care includes representatives from 
these services, as well as from 
residence halls and campus minis­
tries.
Huntley said that she hoped that 
the activities of the committee would 
contribute to "dispelling the myth of 
mental illness," and make it easier for 
students to seek counseling.
“We are trying to promote a more 
humane attitude on this campus 
about depresssion and suicide,” she 
said.
It was decided at the meeting that 
pamphlets outlining the mental 
health services on campus would be 
passed out during Spring Quarter 
registration. Other activities con­
sidered by the committee were free 
social functions forUM students and 
a program of advertising through 
campus media.
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Merchants say community guilty also
Not all bad checks belong to students
FRIDAY & SATURDAY AT MIDNIGHT ONLY! 
If you thought “Carrie” was 
scary, wait until you see THIS . . .
MARI,
SEVENTEEN, IS 
DYING. EVEN FOR 
HERTHEWORSI 
IS YET 
TO
COME!
...IT ’S JUST 
ACROSS THE 
STREET FROM
"JOE”!
LAST HOUSE LEFT
University of Montana students do 
not appear to be any more guilty of 
cashing bad checks than non­
students, several M issoula 
merchants said Monday.
Russell Ward, owner of Bob Ward 
and Sons, said that although his 
store cashes many checks written by 
students, it has not had many 
problems with returned checks.
And, he said, the store accepts any 
student check as long as the student 
shows proper identification.
Mel Elliott, general merchandise
manager of J.C. Penney Co., said his 
store does not generally receive 
a large number of bad checks.
Elliott said bad checks are rare 
because the store strongly enforces 
a policy requiring the customer to 
provide identification when cashing 
a check. However, Elliott said when 
the store does receive a bad check 
students are not more likely to be 
guilty of cashing it than are non­
students.
According to the Missoula County 
Attorney's office, 136 disdemeanor
NORTHWEST PREMIEREI 
WERNER HERZOG’S 
AGUIRRE—
THE WRATH OF GOD
Filmed mostly on the Peruvian Amazon, 
Werner Herzog’s fourth feature Is an 
hallucinatory tale of corrupt power and 
madness among an expedition of 16th 
century conqulstadores under Pizarro who 
are engaged In an obsessed search for El Dorado, the legendary Incan city of gold. Aguirre, the 
deranged second-in-command (played by Klaus Kinski, a difficult actor whom Herzog 
describes as a “paranoid schizophrenic"), takes over, renouncing Spain and setting up a puppet 
king; all are eventually lost In an alien land among unknown people. The human drama Is 
gripping, and Herzog’s film Is hauntlngly evoked and extraordinarily beautiful. Released 
theatrically this month In America, it has been the best received of Herzog's features abroad; 
playing, for example, for 18 months continuously In Paris. Northwest Premiere. Color.
‘T ^ u o ta J L .
\W 7  515 SOU
THURS.-SAT.—MAR. 10-12 
SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15
and 17 fraudulent check complaints 
were filed during 1976. But, 
merchants and bankers interviewed 
said they had no data that es­
tablished how many of these crimes 
were committed by students.
Jerry Meyer, executive vice 
president for the Missoula Chamber 
of Commerce, said bad checks "are a 
problem everywhere." He said 
students are as reliable to cash a 
good check as anyone else.
Larry Hansen, manager of the As­
sociated Students' Store, said that 
the store loses $1,000 to $1,500 a 
year because of bad checks written 
by students.
But, he said, since the store takes 
in about $10,000 per week the loss is 
really quite minimal.
BREAK YOUR 
BRIAR?
PIPE REPAIRS 
ON ALL MAKES 
AT
J h s L
S u it
136 E. Broadway 
549-2181
Big
The
Band
Era
Returns...
every
Thursday
Night
at
Molly's!
Do you remember the good days of 
music? You can still hear them all — 
Glenn Miller, Count Basie, Benny 
G oodm an . Les B ro w n , Jack 
Teagarden and anyone else you 
choose to hear from the Big Band Era 
every Thursday night at Molly's.
Sit back and enjoy your favorite drink 
while you listen to the kings of music 
play ail the music you like to listen to 
at Molly's. Missoula's finest bar and 
disco.
Spirits Music Dancing 
in the Montana Mining Co. 
1210 West Broadway. Missoula
Bowers makes water board change
University of Montana Preisdent 
Richard Bowers said yesterday he 
has changed the composition of the 
Water Resources Research Policy 
Board so that the two members who 
had planned to resign due to con­
flicts of interest can remain on the
board.
Richard Konizeski, professor of., 
forestry, and Mitsuru Nakamura, 
professor microbiology, had sub­
mitted letters of resignation from the 
board in February.
Each had submitted his own
Negotiations will determine 
Saudi project involvement
Negotiations for the next phase of 
the Saudi Arabia-Montana research 
project will determine “how intensely 
we (Montana) get into the program," 
John Podobnik, project manager for 
Montana International Trade Com­
mission (MITC), said yesterday.
Podobnik said he believes the 
second phase of negotiations will not 
result in any major changes in the 
project's plans.
“There might be changes in 
degrees (of involvement) but not in 
programs," he said.
MITC, a private corporation 
formed to promote business in Mon­
tana, is the coordinator between the 
university system and the U.S. 
Treasury Department, which 
receives the project money from the 
Saudi government.
The U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and MITC signed a con­
tract with the Saudi Arabians last 
July to begin the planning phase of 
the project.
Blake Leaves Saturday
George Blake, University of Mon­
tana forestry professor, will leave for 
Saudi Arabia Saturday to participate 
in negotiations for the next phase of 
the project.
The project will involve the UM 
forestry school and the Montana 
State University agricultural 
department in forestry and 
agricultural experimental programs 
in Saudi Arabia.
Lawrence Forcier, acting dean of 
the UM forestry school, said the pro­
ject eventually will emphasize 
agriculture rather than forestry, thus 
reducing UM's role in the program.
The proposals that Blake will take 
to Saudi' Arabia call for the es­
tablishment of two experimental 
stations in the country, Forcier said.
Ninety-five per cent of the staff for 
the proposed station in the northern 
part of Saudi Arabia will be affiliated 
with MSU and only five per cent with 
UM, Forcier said.
The second station, proposed for 
southern Saudi Arabia, will be 
staffed with an even number from 
both institutions, he said.
Podobnik said he is unsure how 
many will be employed in the project.
“ It could be that as high as 95 
scientists and technicians would be 
employed or it could be as low as 30 
to 35," he said.
Women, Jews included 
Forcier said women and Jews will 
both be considered for jobs in Saudi 
Arabia despite the country's dis­
crimination of the two groups.
He said he did not believe the 
Saudi government would stop them 
from working on the project, but he 
added that since all researchers need 
visas toenter the country, the Saudis 
could refuse to grant the visas to 
women or Jews. However, Forcier 
said he did not expect them to refuse 
to grant the visas.
Forcier was unsure how much the 
university would profit from the pro­
ject because it would depend on 
UM's "percentage of participation."
Casanova frequently ate 50 
oysters for breakfast, often with a 
companion in his' bathtub built for 
two. Usually he seduced his friends’ 
wives or daughters, sometimes two 
at a time if we are to believe his 
famous Memoirs.
Louis Wilner
QUALITY REPAIR AT 
REASONABLE PRICES
ALL MAKES ACCEPTED 
534 N. Higgins 549-6673
KEG H E A D Q U A R TE R S
Plenty of Kegs in Stock at Alt Times 
VJe Now Have COORS Kegs
W O RDEN’S
Open Daily 8 a.m. 'til Midnight 
Corner of Higgins & Spruce Phone 549-1293
T O flV u x h ty 259 WEST FRONT ST.
ICE INC. MISSOULA, MONTANA 5980I 
Tel. (406) 549-3678
We Repair Stereos •  TVs 
Radios •  Tape Recorders
Textbook Buy Back 
March 14-18
Associated Students’ Store
proposal for the board to consider. 
Konizeski said disillusionment 
caused by board members voting on 
their own proposals had reduced 
water research grant requests to the 
point that last year $9,000 of 
available money was not used.
The board annually allocates 
$34,000 from the Department of the 
Interior for water research projects 
such as water law and water quality.
Bowers said he will appoint three 
alternate board members to vote in 
place of regular board members who 
have submitted research proposals.
John Schultz, professor of forestry 
and board director, said proposals 
totaling $82,000 had been submitted 
for this year. He said of six receiving 
strong consideration, four bear the 
names of board members. .
Other members are Arnold 
Silverman, professor of geology and 
board chairman, and John Tibbs, as­
sociate professor of zoology.
TIRED OF SITTIN’ AROUND?
USE YOUR DEGREE, 
IMAGINATION, AND 
GOOD IDEAS TO 
HELP OTHERS.
PEACE CORPS 
VISTA
ON CAMPUS
LIBERAL ARTS BLDG. 
INTERVIEWING 
SENIORS/GRADS: 
PLACEMENT OFFICE
J
FREE LUBE JOB 
with
OIL and FILTER 
CHANGEI
(Includes Checking Trans­
mission and Differential)
TUNE-UPS
v-8_____ <18.95
6Cyl____ <16.95
4Cyl______<12.95
Parts Extra
20% OFF LABOR 
10% OFF PARTS 
With S.B.P.C.
R O N ’S EA ST  
G A TE  M O B IL
835 E. Broadway 
N ext to Buttrey’a
Across the Van Buren St. 
Foot Bridge
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Alaska crude through-way debated
Washington state should not close the door on using its inland waters as 
a transfer station for Midwest-bound crude oil, says Gov. Dixy Lee Ray. The 
governor said she opposes Sen. Warren G. Magnuson’s position the Puget 
Sound not be used that way. Magnuson, a fellow Democrat, has said he op­
poses the sound becoming the "dumping ground" for Alaska crude headed to 
the Midwest — and that the state should admit only enough tankers to supply 
the state's refineries. "Are we to say we owe nothing to the rest of the United 
States?" Ray said in an interview with the Everett Herald. “After all, the oil 
comes to us from outside the state. We have to import that. And we certainly 
export our food products. We are not an entity unto ourselves.”
Dog sled race may be record setting
Warner Vent, an Athabascan Indian musherfrom the Yukon River village 
of Huslia, leads 47 other mushers 282 miles along the Iditarod Trail in the 
1,049-mile annual dog sled race from Anchorage to Nome begun last 
Saturday. “This year it's good," Vent said, smiling as he signed in at the 
seventh checkpoint at Farewell Air Station, Alaska Tuesday night. All 
mushers are required to take one 24-hour layover in the grueling race along 
the gold-miner's trail, for which the record time is just over two weeks. “ I'm 
going to let some of these other guys break trail for a while,” Vent said. Break­
ing trail is a tiring task — veterans often con first-timers into taking the lead. 
Action comes when the mushers approach Nome.
Students to seek 
Snow Bowl refunds
University of Montana students 
holding Snow Bowl season-pass 
tickets will meet tonight to discuss 
the possibility of getting refunds 
from the Snow Bowl corporation.
The meeting will be in the Craig 
Hall lounge at 7. .
Snow Bowl closed Feb. 21, after a 
snow-starved season, and was open 
only 19 days this year.
Byron Guy and Andy Feury, 
freshmen in business, said that if 
enough support is shown at the 
meeting the group will contact UM 
Legal Services for advice on ob­
taining refunds.
30 contract rubeola locally; 
vaccination encouraged
A total of 7 University of Montana 
students and 23 people in Missoula 
have contracted rubeola or “ hard" 
measles in the past two weeks, a 
student health service officials said 
yesterday.
Joyce Dozier, assistant hospital 
administrator, said the outbreak has 
reached the point where it is Im­
portant to isolate anyone exposed to 
the disease who has not been im­
munized or has not had the disease 
before.
Symptoms of the disease include 
tiredness, a dry hacking cough, sore 
eyes and rash.
Anyone who comes into close 
physical contact with someone who 
exhibits these symptoms has been
g o in g s  o n
•  Telephone communications 
seminar, 9:30 a.m., UC Montana 
Rooms 360 H-l-J.
•  Business Dean candidate 
interview with general faculty, 11 
a.m., UC Montana Rooms 360 D-E; 
luncheon, noon, UC Montana Room 
360 F; interview with . business 
faculty, 3:30 p.m., UC Montana 
Rooms 360 D-E.
• Table Francaise, noon, Gold Oak 
Room.
• Sigma XI lecture: Delbert 
Kilgore, noon, Science Complex 
304-334.
• Workshop: Energy, Man and the 
Environment, 1 p.m., UC Montana 
Rooms 360 A-B-C; dinner, 5:30 p.m., 
UC Montana Rooms A-B-C-D.
• Lecture and slide show: Erotic
exposed to the disease, Dozier said.
Dozier said isolation means that 
the student should stay at home. 
Dormitory students should come 
into the health service, she added.
Students can be vaccinated at the 
health service 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 
5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
The city-county Department of 
Health also is offering vaccination 
services. The Missoula Department 
of Health is located at 301 W. Alder.
“Business? It's quite simple. It's 
other people’s money."
—Alexander Dumas, the younger, 
1857
Spirituality, 3 p.m., Women's Center 
107.
• Drama Workshop, 3 p.m.. Ven­
ture Center Basement.
•  Coordinating Council for the 
Handicapped, 4 p.m., conference 
room in the basement of the Lodge.
■  Publications Board meeting, 7 
p.m., UC Conference Room 114.
• Nuclear disarmament meeting, 
7:30 p.m., the Lifeboat, 532 
University Ave.
• Play: Autob iography of 
Benvenuto Cellini, 8 p.m.. Masquer 
Theater.
•  Poetry Reading: Richard 
Murphy, 8 p.m., Science Complex 
131.
• Concert: Corky Siegel and John 
Hiatt, 8 p.m., UC Ballroom.
• LDSSA film, 8 p.m., UC Montana 
Room 360 F.
STARTING MONDAY . . .
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CURRENTLY THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE IS ACCEPTING 
APPLICATIONS FOR STUDENT STAFF SUPERVISORY POSITIONS 
DURING THE 1977-78 ACADEMIC YEAR. APPLICANTS MUST BE 
GRADUATE STUDENTS, PREFERABLY WITH RESIDENCE HALLS 
EXPERIENCE, OR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS WHO HAVE HAD 
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WORKING IN A RESIDENCE HALL. THE 
APPLICATION MAY BE OBTAINED AT THE RESIDENCE HALLS 
OFFICE, ROOM 260, LODGE BUILDING. APPLICANTS MUST HAVE A 
MINIMUM 2.00 G.P.A., AND AN INTEREST IN RESIDENCE HALLS OR 
STUDENT PERSONNEL WORK. INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD DUR­
ING SPRING QUARTER AND STAFF SELECTIONS WILL BE MADE 
PRIOR TO JULY 15,1977. QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO THESE POSI­
TIONS SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE. 
APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AND RETURNED TO THE 
RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE BY MARCH 15.
The University of Montana is committed to a program of equal opportunity in faculty and staff 
recruiting, employment and advancement, in student admission, employment and financial 
assistance, without regard to race, color, sex, or national origin.
1977 SPECIALS
Country Quencher £  F*
WINE J  O D
Boone's Farm—Fifth I
ucky Lager 1 3 5
H.R.’s)—Six Pack
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LR.'s)—Six Pack
Happy Hour 
Vt price
Cocktails & Bottle Beer 
4:30-6:00 and 9-10 p.m.
L
(N.
COORS
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fa irw ay  Liquor-'
Liquor Store & Office Lounge 
V B r  Fairway Shopping Center
V E TE R A N S
*  “A D D  T O  YO U R  S U C C E S S ”
Let me explain how an 
elective course added to 
your schedule can enhance 
your future in any 
career field.
Please contact me:
Major Bill Holton 
243-2681 or 243-4191 
Rm. 102, Men’s Gym Bldg.
review.
Rocky: going the distance
ROCKY
Now Showing at Tht Fox
By GEORGE EVERETT
Montana Kaimin Fine Arts Editor
Rocky Balboa Is a slow-witted, 
almost punch-drunk fighter who is 
past the apogee of an un­
distinguished boxing career.
He supports himself between 
fights working as muscle for a local 
Philadelphia loan shark.
Rocky Balboa also is a warm 
human being with a funny sense of 
humor and a genuine tenderness — 
rare qualities to see depicted on the 
screen these days.
Rocky lives in the mean streets of 
Megalopolis U.S.A., in this case 
Philadelphia, but the setting could as 
easily have been Baltimore or New 
York. He keeps getting himself in 
trouble because he will not break 
bones of debtors who are overdue on 
paying their accounts.
. Rocky lives in a small tenement 
with two pet turtles named “Cuff" 
and "Link” who eat turtle food with 
more moths in it than flies. As Rocky 
explains it, that makes them cough 
and when they cough they get “shell­
shock."
ART
An exhibition of watercolors and 
acrylic paintings by Billy Al 
Bengston, a Los Angeles artist, will 
be held in the Turner Hall Gallery 
through March 18.
Bengston uses theexpressionistic 
approach to art. Admission is free.
DANCE
A free dance performance and 
workshop will be presented 
Saturday, March 12 by the UM 
International Folk Dance Club at 1:30 
p.m. in the UC Ballroom. Additional 
information may be obtained by 
phoning the Campus Recreation 
Department office at 243-2802.
MARVEL’S 
Book Shop
W  * 'X &  Room 505
Western ML National Bank 
Astrology Health 
Religion Psychology 
10 AM-5 PM Mon-Sat Ph. 543-8748
NEW 
Imports
Coming from BOUTIQUE 
Mexico
In the Whistle Stoppe Mall
H O LD  IT!
There’s Something Better, 
SPAGHETTI! . . .  all you can 
savor only $1.00.
THE BLACKFOOT 
TAVERN
Free Pool • Good Music 
Cold Beer
2 Mi. Past Bonner 
On Hwy. 200
He has one friend who continually 
pressures Rocky to help him get a job 
as a collector for him so that he won’t 
have to work as a meat-cutter in the 
freezer of a processing plant any 
longer. Meanwhile, Rocky is falling 
in love with his friend's sister who 
works in the pet store selling turtle 
food.
Rocky is the common man. He is a 
moron and a loser in the land of op­
portunity that reserves no place for 
losers.
But he finally gets a chance. 
Through the avarice of ambitious 
fight promoters, Rocky Balboa, The 
Italian Stallion, is pitted against the 
heavyweight champ of the world who 
floats like a butterfly and stings like a 
bee but he’s named Apollo Creed 
instead of Muhammed Ali. Rocky 
knows that he has almost no chance 
to win but he trains with all his heart 
anyway.
Rocky is an anthem to the ordinary 
man. Without bionics, magic gadgets 
or super powers of any sort. Rocky 
makes it to the top, almost.
He trains religiously, even to the 
point of going to visit his friend at the 
meat house and beating the hell out 
of sides of beef dangling from the
previews
MUSIC
There will be a benefit concert 
tomorrow night beginning at 4 p.m. 
and running until 11 p.m. to raise 
money for the fight against Ski 
Yellowstone, a massive recreation,
ceiling until his hands are smeared 
with blood from the raw meat.
I n many ways, Rocky Is the story of 
Sylvester Stallone who wrote and 
stars in the film. Stallone put every­
thing into this film, Including his own 
dog Butkis. He staked his all on a 
movie that everyone else connected 
with it considered a turkey up until 
the end when the finished product 
could be seen and acknowledged as 
something special.
This is not a movie for the intellect; 
it has a visceral effect which 
bypasses all the warnings that say it 
is corny. It comes close to being a 
corny love story, and it should be ap­
preciated even more for the risks that 
it did take.
Rocky is not corny. It goes straight 
for the heart. It is the kind of rare film 
that leaves the viewer happy, hopeful 
and all smiles. It redeems and 
dignifies. Rocky is the man who had 
. greatness thrust upon him, and all he 
ever wanted was to "go the distance.”
Rocky is a unique film, an af­
firmation of the human spirit as well 
as a good time. It is a film that should 
be seen and remembered because it 
will deserve every Oscar that comes 
its way.
second-home resort proposed for 
construction near West Yellowstone, 
Montana.
Featured artists will be Big Sky 
Mudflaps, Beaver Creek Band, 
Stewball and others.
P o o k
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NEED HELP?
Drop In Or Call
Bookkeeping/Secretarial Service
156 W. Front (Capital Bldg.) •  Missoula. MT 59601 •  543-6635
(Also Evenings & Weekends)—Reasonable Rates 
“We Have A Special Typing Dept, for Students’ Needs”
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imports
G igantic  Sale
Wool Jackets From Columbia 
Guatemalan Shirts 
Beaded Curtains 
Scandinavian Table Cloths 
Wind Chimes ★  Baskets 
Wrap Around Skirts 
Wall Hangings 
Hanging Album Racks 
for Records.
We Have New Items Too!
211 N. Higgins
Upstairs In Missoula Bank Building
8888888888888S8S88SS8̂ SSSSSS
VIGILANTE
M IN I S TO R A G E
SAFE DRY CO NVENIENT 
INSIDE OR OUTSIDE STORAGE
15 Assorted Cubicle Sizes 
24 HO UR RESIDENT CARETAKER
OFFICE HOURS 8:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M. 
826 KERN PH 406/549-4111 
MISSOULA. M O N TAN A 59801
Starting at 
$ 1 3 00 a  m o n th
P n T 4
HURRY!!
IT ’S OUR LAST 
DAY ON CAMPUS  
PEACE CORPS 
VISTA
Information Booth: 
LIBERAL ARTS BLDG.
Interviewing 
Seniors-Grads 
PLACEMENT OFFICE
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3rd Annual 
Denim 
Art Festival
DECORATE—
denim jeans 
denim shirts
or
denim jackets
WIN
$ 1  0 0 00  1st Prize
5 5 0 ° °  2nd Prize 
$ 2 5 ° °  3rd Prize
PLUS 7 Additional Awards 
YOU MUST HAVE OFFICIAL 
RULES AND ENTRY BLANKS
Comer of So. Higgins & E. Beckwith 
Open Monday & Friday ’til 9 
549-9611
— classified ads
1. LOST AND FOUNO
LOST KITTEN. He Is grey—white paws and tummy. 
Lost from 439 Eddy on Sat 728-6855. REWARD!
073-2
STOLEN FROM the Blackfoot Tavern on Fri., March 
5 at 1 a.m. Dark green pack with all of my notes and 
books Reward offered. Contact Bob Lewis. 1-244- 
5268 072-3
LOST: MONDAY: Power cord to casset tape player, 
possibly in the oval. Call 243-4828. 072-3
LOST: MANILA envelope containing important 
papers. Gift certificates insignificant. Mail to 125
S. Ave W or phone 721-1843. 071,-4
FOUND: SILVER chain bracelet. Found between 
Main Hall and Forestry Bldg. Call Paul. 243-2150 
after 6. 071-4
THIS IS MY FINAL PLEA. If you picked up a green 
spiral notebook about 2 weeks ago. PLEASE 
return ii to U.C. Info. desk. I need It for finals!
071-4
LOST: BLACK and blue ski glove near Science 
Complex $5 reward. Will, 721-1717. 071-4
$100 REWARD: for return of TOOLS taken from 
white Falcon station wagon last week. My tools are 
my tuition, NO TOOLS, NO SCHOOL! Contact
. Mike Witsoe at 549-2981 or 542-2963. PLEASE 
KEEP CALLING! 071-4
REWARD: for 2 SLEEPING BAGS taken from a 
yellow convertible at Sleeping Child Hotsprings, 
Friday. March 4. Please call 549-3986. 071-4
FOUND: ONE (1) MASCULINE WATCH; ONE (1) 
FEMININE WATCH. Turned in at Field House 
Ticket Office during month of February.
Description required. 070-4
LOST: a SCRIPT for Long Day's Jour nay Into Night. 
Lost on Connell (2 blocks from U) or in FA bldg. 
Call. 243-4481 or 728-0709 evenings. 070-4
LOST: BROWN leather checkbook around UC. Call 
543-7315 after 6 p.m REWARD! 070-4
FOUND: PAIR of black and gray mittens In LA bldg. 
Claim at U.C. Info. desk. 070-4
2. PERSONALS
THE BAND ESSENCE will be playing at Sleeping 
Child Hotsprings Thurs. evening. All invited.
_________________________________073-1
A POSITIVE image is in the making at the University 
of Montana. Be part of it by dancing in the 
Muscular Dystrophy Dance Marathon, April 15, 
16. & 17. If you can't dance, help by supporting 
your favorite couple. Make them register now! Call 
542-0231. 073-1
LAST DAY on campus for Peace Corps and VISTA. 
See the reps today or contact the Montana Job 
Service next week. 073-1
ARTSY — CRAFTSY? Help develop nations market 
crafts, develop businesses, train native artists In 
the Peace Corps. See reps — UC. last day.
_________________________  073-1
JOURNALIST? Yes Virginia, there are jobs in 
journalism — overseas in the Peace Corps. 
Developing nations need you to work in areas 
tourism, business and trade development, 
agriculture education programs. See reps, UC, 
last day. 073-1
BE ASSERTIVE. Deal effectively with stress and 
aggression. CSD, 243-4711. 073-2
THURSDAY NITE AT CHIMNEY CORNER: Tomato 
Quiche and salad. 073-1
NEED A SENIOR to register for me. Will pay. 549- 
0714. 073-2
LOCO*MOTIVE COFFEEHOUSE 3RD & HIGGINS 
BODACIOUS DESERTS, ROMANTIC COFFEES 
KOSTAS
Performances 7:30 and 9:30 Sunday, March 13.
_________________   073-2
TAI CHI PEOPLE: Potluck dinner 7 p.m. at Chucks. 
641 Brooks. 543-4889. 073-2
WHAT'S YOUR OPINION ON MPEA? Make it count. 
Sign the petition for an election. 243-4882.
___________   073-2
A.S.U.M. DAY CARE has openings for children, 3-6 
years old, in both centers for Spring Quarter. Call 
243-5751 for information. 072-3
PENCIL PORTRAITS drawn for $10. Call Maret. 549- 
5079. 072-3
WHAT DO you REALLY know about Greeks? Come 
find out spring rush. March 30-April 6. sign up 
spring quarter. , 072-3
FROGS ARE CUTE, but fraternities and sororities 
mean friends for life! Come see spring rush. March 
30-April 8. 072-3
FREE NOTARY service at Student Affairs, Lodge 
101. 071-4
ROOMMATE(S) NEEDED spring quarter. 728-4178.
071-3
STAINED GLASS Beginner's now forming. Call 549- 
6949 or 549-3853. 070-5
"WHEN YOU'RE down and troubled and you need a 
helpin' hand . . . ” The Student Walk-In. southeast 
entrance, Student Health Service building. Open 
weekdays noon til 5 p.m., evenings 8-12. "You've 
got a friend." 069-7
GAY VD LECTURE: Mon. 7:30. Montana rooms 361 
D & E. Sponsored by Lambda. 069-7
LOCO*MOTIVE COFFEEHOUSE. 3rd & Higgins.
067-8
1977-78 ASUM BUDGET REQUEST FORMS are 
now available in the ASUM offices. Room 105 of 
the University Center. DUE DATE for them is 
Wednesday. March 16,1977, at 5:00 p.m. 062-13
4. HELP WANTED
WANTED: STUDENT to llve-in. Light housekeeping 
and care for 10 year old boy, in exchange for room 
and board. Phone 728-5581 after 8:30 p.m.
________________________ ' 073-2
LARGE U of M family needs part or full time help 
with housekeeping and evening meals. Call 543- 
5359. between 6 and 7 p.m. Would welcome short 
term dropout who plans to return to school within 
the next year. - 073-2
WORK STUDY student. Experience in basic clerical 
skills: above average typing. Job available spring 
quarter, summer and coming academic year. 
Alumni Center — 243-5211. 071-4
DEPENDABLE PEOPLE needed to hand out 
promotional materials at Yellowstone Park. Five 
positions opening in May and June. Over $160 a 
week guaranteed plus incentive plan. No selling. 
Send brief resume, photo if possible to American 
Eagel Tours, Rt. 2, Box 183, Stevensville, Mont. 
59870. 071-4
WE NEED a work study student with Drafting and 
paste up skills. Interesting work. Call 
Bikecentennial, 721-1776. 070-4
ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY! Work at 
home — no experience necessary — excellent 
pay. Write American Service, 8350 Park Lane. 
Suite 269. Dallas. TX 75231. 068-7
5. WORK WANTED
CARETAKER WANTS work. Responsible. Has 
experience. Prefer cabin in the hills within drive of 
U of M. Royce Christensen — 728-2697. 073-2
6. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
WE PAY AS YOU GROW. Many New England Life 
campus representatives find themselves earning 
respectable incomes while still In college. But 
what's more important than extra money is the 
chance to get a running start on your post 
graduate career. Our internship program involves 
only a limited amount of your time. Yet. when 
college is over, you'll be fully prepared for a full­
time career. In fact, you may have up to a year's 
experience. And how many careers can offer you 
that? Call us today. We'll find out right away if you 
qualify. And if you do. when you're ready for the 
business world, you'll already be in business. For 
appointment, call 728-8610 between 8 and 10 a.m.
073-1
7. SERVICES
SPRING'S COMING. Have your vehicle tuned up 
and the oil changed and receive the oil free, tune 
ups average $35.00. Phone 548-6673 or come 
by GREASY THUMB AUTO REPAIR. 534 N. 
Higgins. 073-2
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS: Call Marie 
Kuffel. 728-3845 or 549-7721. 043-32
WOMEN'S PLACE Health Education & Counseling 
abortion, birth control, pregnancy. V.D., rape 
relief. Mon.-Fri. 2-8 p.m. 543-7606. 026-49
8. TYPING
EXCELLENT TYPING. Call between 12 and 1. 728- 
6198. 072-11
CHRISTIAN TYPIST: accurate, electric. 543-6827: 
071-4
TYPING. WILL edit, correct spelling. 549-8591.
071-4
THESIS. ETC.. Typing Service. 549-7958.
067-16
EXPERIENCED TYPING. Papers, theses. 549-5496.
065-12
SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE — Electric, accurate. 
542-2435. 053-22
FAST. ACCURATE. 549-3806 or 243-5533.\
045-30
9. TRANSPORTATION
NEED RIDE to San Francisco area after Wed. Share 
expenses and driving. Call 728-6352 or 243-2201, 
Tony. 073-2
NEED ONE or two riders to share gas and driving to 
Chicago. Leaving Wed., March 16th, 3:00. Call 
543-4150. 073-2
2 RIDERS needed to Bay area. One way only. Leave 
during final week. 721-2349. 073-2
2 GIRLS need a ride to Great Falls Tues.. March 15. 
Help pay for gas. Call Lynn or Candy at 243-4260.
073-2
RIDE NEEDED to LOS ANGELES over break. Can 
leave after March 15, return anytime. Call 549- 
6637 after 9 p.m. 073-2
NEED 2 riders to San Francisco and back over 
spring break. Call 728-6865 for Kelly or 721-2277 
for Mary. 073-2
FEMALE NEEDS ride to Santa Cruz end of quarter, 
as soon as possible. Share gas. Call 549-9891.
072-3
RIDERS NEEDED — San Francisco — (L.A.?) 2 
riders (prefer female or couple) willing to pay full 
shares and to put up with and enjoy lazy, dilly­
dally. coastal meander to S. F. and maybe L. A. — 
Must be mellow and willing to enjoy drive, loving 
dog. stopping for pictures, camping, clamming 
with 2 easy-going friends who don't drink much, 
don't dig dope or being grody. WE (1 male. 1 
female) CANTGO WITHOUT YOUR HELP! Leave 
message in mailbox at 310 Daly or call 549-3856, 
Bill and Jamie. 072-3
RIDE NEEDED to Billings—Tues. afternoon, March 
15 or Wed. morning. Will share gas expense. Call 
Jeri, 243-4545. 072-3
RIDER NEEDED to York, Nebraska. Share gas and 
driving. Leave March 16, afternoon. Call Cliff, 243- 
4317.  072-3
RIDE NEEDED to Kalispell (Somers) on Fri., March 
18. Call Janet. 728-9154. 072-3
RIDE NEEDED to Seattle. Leave near end of finals 
week. Return near end of Spring Break. Call 
Joseph — 549-5685 afternoons and evenings. 
Share expenses and driving. 072-3
RIDE NEEDED to Minneapolis. To leave Friday the 
18, and to return for registration. Interested in one 
way rides too. Call Paul. 243-4339. 072-3
HAD A CANCELLATION AND NEED ONE MORE 
RIDER to DULUTH. Leaving March 18. No return. 
Call Randy. 243-6284. 072-3
NEED RIDE to TACOMA. WASH, for 2. Leave March 
18 or 19. Will share expenses. Call 243-2538 or 
243-2217. 072-3
RIDE NEEDED to Sheridan. Wyo. 18th or 19th. 
Share expenses. Jackie — 543-3323. 072-3
NEED RIDER to Florida. Leaving March 15 at noon. 
728-6930. 072-3
NEED RIDE to SAN FRANCISCO. Leave March 19. 
return March 26. Will share gas expenses. 728- 
4149 evenings. 072-3
RIDE NEEDED to Seattle March 16 and return 27th. 
Will share expenses. Call 243-2037. 071-4
COME & GET IT!
|  COLLEGE MIGHT |
Every Thursday Night
5 pm till dosing
RIDE NEEDED to Salt Lake City. Can leave March 
18. Call 549-3872. 071-4
RIDE NEEDED to Aspen, Colorado for one plus skis. 
Leave March 18 or 19. Call Lynne. 549-5510.
071-4
RIDE NEEDED to Calgary. March 18. Willing to 
share expenses and driving. Call 721-1249 after 10 
p.m. 071-4
NEED A ride to Billings March 31 or April 1 and 
return Sun. April 3. Call Sue, 543-7514. 071-4
RIDE NEEDED for two to New Mexico March 15 or 
16. Call 728-5716. 071-4
1 or 2 people to go to extreme Northwest Illinois area 
I-90. Leaving noon, March 18. Call 243-4859. 
Kevin. 071-4
RIDERS NEEDED to St. Louis, Kansas City, or 
Lincoln. Leave Wed.. March 16. Call 728-2785.
071-4
RIDE DESPERATELY needed for 3 girls to Portland, 
.leaving Thurs.. or Fri. of final week. Will share gas 
and driving. Contact Marie. 243-2770 or Diane. 
243-2460. 071-4
RIDER WANTED to San Francisco Bay area. Share t 
gas and driving. 549-2482. Leave message for 
Dave. 071-4
RIDE NEEDED to Bozeman, Mon. or Tues-. of next 
week. Call 543-3692. ask for Bill G. 071-4
RIDE NEEDED to Ohio over spring break. Call 
Dennis. 243-2618. 071-4
RIDE NEEDED to Miles City, Fri. March 18th, after 
noon. Will share expenses..Call Janice, 243-4698 
after 6:00 p.m. I 071-4
LEAVING EARLY? Ride needed after 3:00 March 11 
— Twin Cities. Duluth, EASTI Share gas, driving. 
243-4886, Dave. Leave message. 070-4
NEED RIDE to MICHIGAN area. Leave during spring 
break. Call Holly: 728-9410 (work) — 549-9720 
(home). 070-4
RIDE NEEDED to White Sulpher -Springs or 
Townsend, MT. Would like a ride anytime you go. 
Call anytime, will share expenses. 549-6235 or 
549-0058, Angie Bryson. 070-4
NEEDED RIDE for one going to FARGOOR THERE 
ABOUTS. Must leave early March 11 or so. Call 
549-5506. Will pay good $. 070-4
11. FOR SALE
PANSONIC RADIO/cassette/record player. $150. 
Call 543-5890. Ask for Susan or leave message.
________________  073-2
GUITAR, EPIPHONE 12-strlng, Sunburst finish. 
$165.243-2767. Q73-2
LIKE NEW ASUM PRES/VP CAMPAIGN POSTERS. 
Great stationary; line garbage cans; wrap fish; etc. 
Cheap! Larry or Dave: 243-6411. 073-2
BI-LEVEL, 3-bdrm., 3 fireplaces, apt. w/separate
entrance at back. W. Rattlesnake. $44,300 
Occupancy June 12. Jan Claire Elliott. 728-1746.
_______________________________  073-2
1 TYPEWRITER — like new—Smith Corona Classic 
12.1963 Rambler — runs good. Hanimex Praktica 
SLR 35mm camera. 303 British with bullets, 
brass, and Lee loader. Priced to sell, call 542- 
2065. 072-3
ROOM. BOARD, living room and fireplacea. TV and 
rec rooms, private cooks and kitchens, perhaps a 
bar downstairs, fellowship, dancing, officers and 
leadership. A place for you? You bet. we Greeks 
have a good time! Check us out spring rush, sign 
up next quarter. 072-3
GOLF CLUBS: 1 full set and bag. Excellent 
condition, only used for 1 season. Asking $75 or 
best offer. 721-2118 after 7 p.m. 072-3
PAIR OF SONAB SPEAKERS OA116: regular 
$490/each for $325/each. 5 mo. old. Excellent 
condition. 728-2429. 721-2955. 072-3
1967 RAMBLER wagon. Call Paul at 243-2150 or549- 
6841 or inquire at 403% Eddy Ave. 071-3
1969 CHEVROLET station wagon. Good condition. 
Best offer by April 1. Asking $700. 721- 
1843. 071-3
KAYAKS: New Phoenix Cascade & used hollow 
form, all accessories included. Good deals. Call 
549-9657, evenings. 071-4
16. WANTED TO RENT
BASEMENT APARTMENT, partially furnished, full 
kitchen and bath, living, bedroom. Near 
University. $150/mo. includes utilities. Available 
immediately. 721-2480 or 243-6494. 072-3
18. ROOMMATES NEEDED
QUIET. NON-SMOKING female. Near campus' 
Available spring quarter. Call Renee — 728-5285.
072-3
$67.50/mo. 621 BROOKS. Available Monday, 3/21.'
_________________________________ 071-3
ROOMMATE NEEDED. Fireplace, modern, 728- 
0018. 070-4
20. MISCELLANEOUS
WOMEN - Would you like to be part of a $1,000,000 
scholarship pageant program? Call 549-5943.
071-4
21. TRAVEL
EUROPE via PanAm 707, less than % economy fare, 
, call toll free (6-9 p.m.), (800) 325-4867 or see your 
travel agent, 60-day advance payment required, 
Unitravel Charters. 058-41
A RAZOR’S EDGE
HAIRSTYLING 
FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 
2613 BROOKS
SPECIALIZING IN BODYWAVING 
FOR LIMP, FINE OR STRAIGHT HAIR 
FIND OUT WHAT “LOOKING GOOD” 
IS ALL ABOUT
PHONE 728-7260 FOR APPOINTMENT
End-of-the-Quarter 
Blues got you 
all Strung Out?
Relax Over Spring 
Break with a new guitar 
from the Guitar Shop.
Free counseling and 
assistance for beginners.
THE GUITAR SHOP
1621 South Ave. West 
(Home of the Winery)
Applications for
PROGRAM COUNCIL DIRECTOR 
for 1977-78
are available now in the 
Program Council Office UC 104 
Applications Due: April 8
